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BlackBerry

tr.blackberry.com
295 Phillip Street
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3W8
Canada
+1 519 888-7465

+90 533 258-7243

Akın Akbaş
Channel Marketing Manager
aakbas@blackberry.com

CORPORATE PROFILE
BlackBerry is a company driven by ideas. BlackBerry and
its subsidiaries and affiliates (“BlackBerry”) are committed
to offering the best tools for communication and social
collaboration and working towards minimizing our
environmental impact.
With BlackBerry Enterprise Service 10, business
leaders create value by empowering employees to
be more productive and better equipped to serve
customers. BlackBerry enables organizations to embrace
consumerization by:
• Enabling enterprises to manage complex fleets of
mobile devices
• Satisfying the full range of security needs; from a basic
level up to very high levels of security and control
• Enabling a truly integrated voice, messaging, PIM, apps
and social experience built for business users
• Delivering a comprehensive business and productivity
app portfolio, an enterprise-grade app management
framework and a low-cost app
development environment.
• BlackBerry Enterprise Service 10 provides an integrated,
end-to-end solution that perfectly balances end user
and corporate needs.
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C-COM Satellite Systems Inc.
www.c-comsat.com

2574 Sheffield Road
Ottawa, Ontario K1B 3V7
Canada
+1 613 745-4110

1-877-463-8886

Drew Klein
Manager of International
Business Development
dklein@c-comsat.com

Brigitte Legault
Marketing Specialist
blegault@c-comsat.com

CORPORATE PROFILE
C-COM Satellite Systems is a leader in the development
and deployment of commercial grade mobile satellitebased technology for the delivery of two-way high-speed
internet, VoIP and video services into vehicles. Founded in
1997, C-COM has developed a unique proprietary autodeploying (iNetVu) antenna that allows the delivery of
high-speed satellite-based Internet services into vehicles
while stationary virtually anywhere where one can drive.
The iNetVu mobile antennas have also been adapted to be
airline checkable and easily transportable. The company’s
satellite-based products and services deliver high-quality,
cost-effective and reliable solutions for mobile applications
throughout the world. Our transportable VSAT, vehicle
mounted antennas provide 2-way high-speed Internet
connectivity to a wide variety of users including: military,
police, fire, homeland security, disaster management, oil
and gas exploration, mobile medical services, emergency
services, satellite news gathering (SNG), mining,
construction, bookmobiles, mobile offices, recreation
vehicles and many more.
No matter when, no matter where, when your application
requires “must have” connectivity, the iNetVu can deliver.
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ComStar

www.com-star.ca
L01- 4275 Village Centre Court
Mississauga, Ontario L4Z 1V3
Canada
+1 416 848-0422
Feras Al-Khalaileh
Chief Executive Officer
feras@com-star.ca

CORPORATE PROFILE
ComStar provides custom innovative information security
solutions to a broad range of institutions, including
airports, education, government, and law enforcement.
We leverage powerful technologies, such as GPS, 4G,
licensed frequency, RFID and other state-of-the-art
technologies, to build flexible, reliable, convenient and
secure systems, with uses ranging from automation to
identification to active/passive tracking. Our custom
solutions include access control, forensics, surveillance,
speed and red-light enforcement, e-government (ex:
e-passports, e-gates, etc.), security through cryptography,
mobile/desktop secure application development, audio/
video collaboration and much more.
We work with our clientele one-on-one to guarantee
results and ensure satisfaction.
ComStar brings you the solutions of tomorrow today.
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GloberTel

www.globertel.com
1861 Robertson Road, Suite 218
Ottawa, Ontario K2H 1B0
Canada
+1 613 688 9862

+90 537 491-9163

Josh Moghan
General Manager
josh@globertel.com

CORPORATE PROFILE
GloberTel’s Glober Platform is a turnkey unified mobility
communication platform that enables highly modern
value-add services (VAS) for mobile, fixed-line, VoIP,
Internet, and IPTV service providers to deliver to their
subscribers and to expand their customer base.
The Glober Platform provides quick-ROI via its new
revenue generating offerings and low cost of integration
and adoption. Hosted locally or in the cloud, it can
also be adopted by enterprises for lowering their overall
communication costs while providing unprecedented
mobility and productivity to their employees globally.
The platform integrates current communication solutions
including IM tools such as Skype and Messenger, all
leveraged under one portal. In addition, the platform
provides users with endless innovative features such as
international WiFi roaming, mobile softphone apps for
voice and text, Active Mobile Extension, and chosen
preserved calling identity across all communication
networks worldwide.
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Communication Components International
www.cciproducts.com

1861 Robertson Road, Suite 218
Ottawa, Ontario K2H 1B0
Canada
+1 613 688 9862

+90 537 491-9163

Josh Moghan
Regional Director
CCI Eurasia
josh@globertel.com

Mark Cosgrove
Chief Technology Officer
mark.cosgrove@cciproducts.net

CORPORATE PROFILE
Communication Components International (CCI)
is a leading provider of innovative, cost-effective,
revenue increasing RF solutions for cellular (mobile)
infrastructure, providing network equipment for 2G, 3G
and LTE co-location, coverage enhancement, capacity
improvement, interference reduction, spectrum re-farming
and new technology introduction.
With thousands of field-proven solutions, CCI brings
expertise to the demanding needs of today’s wireless
operators, allowing operators to accelerate deployments
whilst lowering costs and improving performance. Low
cost, rapidly deployable, fit-for-purpose CCI product
solutions bring increased revenues by maximizing the use
of RF spectrum and power. Recent portfolio additions are
patented bi-sector array antennas and next-generation
portable PIM analyzers.
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DragonWave Inc.

www.dragonwaveinc.com
600-411 Legget Drive
Kanata, Ontario K2K 3C9
Canada
+34 670 929-588
Pedro Salles
Sales Director, Europe
pedro.salles@dragonwaveinc.com

CORPORATE PROFILE
DragonWave’s point-to-point packet microwave networks
deliver unprecedented capacity and spectral efficiency,
meeting the increasingly stringent requirements of
carrier-class operators. For operators looking for a
gradual evolution from TDM to packet-based networks,
DragonWave offers hybrid solutions, supporting native
TDM and IP, as well as multiservice gateways.
Responding to the unique requirements of microcellular
networks, DragonWave has also developed the industry’s
first fully integrated microcellular platform and urbanoptimized backhaul solutions, designed to meet strict cityzoning requirements.
Known in the industry for leading capacity, spectral
efficiency and reliability, DragonWave’s backhaul
solutions scale to multi-gigabit capacity and offer multiple
protection options, including ring and mesh architectures,
to ensure carrier-grade availability levels. Our solutions
cover a wide range of licensed and licensed-exempt
frequencies from 2.3 GHz to 80 GHz.
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NTG Clarity Networks Inc.
www.ntgclarity.com

2820 Fourteenth Avenue, Suite 202
Markham, Ontario L3R 0S9
Canada
+1 905 305-1325
Gamal Metwally
Senior Vice President
Business Development
gmetwally@ntgclarity.com

Abdullah Al Zaman
Business Development
azaman@ntgclarity.com

CORPORATE PROFILE
NTG Clarity is a leader in delivering telecom operation
systems (OSS/BSS), business solutions, network
infrastructure design, audits, mobile apps, M2M solutions,
data migration and data cleansing to telecom operators.
NTG’s NTS OSS/BSS products are the most cost-effective
and easily implemented solutions for service providers and
enterprise networks.
NTG has been building, expanding, upgrading and
providing services to LTE/WiMAX/HSPA/WCDMA/GSM endto-end networks with triple play solutions. Since 1992, our
team of 200+ professionals works in partnership with our
clients to provide state-of-the-art applications, engineering
services, telecom network designs and implementation
expertise on an outsourcing or consulting basis.
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Renaissance Repair and Supply
www.renrns.com

425 Legget Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K2K 2W2
Canada
+1 613 591-1800
Marc Dumais
Program Manager
mdumais@renrns.com

CORPORATE PROFILE
The key focus of Renaissance Repair and Supply is to
provide legacy and end of life network equipment support.
Located in Ottawa, Ontario our services include repair,
upgrade and sustained engineering to extend the life of
otherwise functional networks.
We are proud to offer telecom companies the economical
and green option of supporting and repairing their existing
install base as well as refurbishing, reusing and recycling
otherwise discarded telecom equipment and network gear.
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Ministry of Economic Development,
Trade and Employment
INTERNATIONAL TRADE BRANCH
900 Bay Street, 6th Floor, Hearst Block
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2E1
Canada
+1 416 314-8231
Vitaly Paroshyn
Area Director for Eastern and Southeast Europe
vitaly.paroshyn@ontario.ca

The International Trade Branch of the Ministry of Economic
Development, Trade and Employment assists Ontario
companies to access international markets by establishing
partnerships and distribution channels, and by providing
assistance to foreign parties interested in sourcing Ontario
products, technology and services.
If you are an international buyer looking to source goods
or services from Ontario, visit: SourceFromOntario.com.
If you are an Ontario company wishing to grow your
export business, visit: OntarioExports.com.
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Consulate of Canada in Istanbul
Tekfen Tower Büyükdere St. No: 209
16th Floor 4 Levent Besiktas
Istanbul, 34394
Turkey
+90 212 385-9700
Osman Çakıroğlu
Trade Commissioner
istbl-td@international.gc.ca

Our mandate is to promote Canada’s economic interests
in Turkey, and, in this context, to support the efforts of
Canadian companies who have selected the country as a
target market for their products, services or technologies.
The Commercial section also helps Turkish business people
find Canadian companies whose products and services
meet their needs.
We welcome inquiries by mail, fax, and e-mail. If you are
interested in visiting us in person, please contact us in
advance to schedule an appointment.
www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/tr
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HERE’S WHY ONTARIO, CANADA

IS YOUR NEXT

BIG IDEA

Ontario has an impressive history of
innovation, invention and award-winning
products. We have a diversified talent
pool of more than 250,000 skilled ICT
workers and boast the highest percentage of post-secondary graduates in the
G7. From wireless communications to
digital gaming to mobile app development, Ontario’s information and communications companies are defining
what leading-edge means. Source your
solutions from where innovation is happening. Make Ontario your next big idea.

34%

are Engineers
or Programmers
across all industries
in Ontario

YourNextBigIdea.ca/SourceICT

22%

Business or
Systems Analysts

22%
Managers

19%

Technicians

3%

Database
Analysts
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